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"Business Intelligence allows companies to have a clear vision of where they are
going and how to get there. However, traditional Business Intelligence solutions
are often expensive and inflexible, ending in failure. Virtual Strategy offers a
faster, flexible and up-to-the-minute alternative that delivers better Business
Intelligence today."
-Lisa Williams,
The Yankee Group

Due to this innovative architecture, data is loaded thousands of times faster than conventional solutions. Using a high-end PC, VSI can
load all daily operating data required to run the terminals and hubs of a major nationwide trucking company in 15 minutes.
Making a business objective change in the microCube™ model takes seconds rather than weeks using a drag-and-drop interface, because
the user does not have to recreate the data model and reload it.

"Virtual Strategy... helps
executives determine their
strategic goals and objectives
by allowing them to perform

Applying Virtual Strategy Solutions
Virtual Strategy's solutions can work with companies' existing BI and data warehousing
investments through applications that are tailored to meet each organization's specific
business objectives, in areas such as:

scenario-based, what-if style
analysis dynamically. This
enables executives to analyze
the costs and benefits of
specific actions quickly,
simulate potential ROI for any
operational activity, and
determine the strategic impact
of specific decisions
immediately."
-Lynne Harvey,
Patricia Seybold Group
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Finance and Administration:
All of the enterprise information from multiple sources is collected and rolled up
into one model for reporting requirements. Companies can make quick decisions
regarding merger and acquisition opportunities, and can model operational
profitability and reorganizations. An accurate view of the enterprise is available
to executives for reporting quarterly results, making cut backs, projecting
growth, and adjusting operations.
Transportation:
Gathers and analyzes shipment demands in real-time. Projections of capacity
are calculated based on current demands, and as a result, adjustments to
schedules and equipment can be made immediately. Integrates with third party
data to form a complete picture.
Analysis of Operating Units:
Managers can plan reports, evaluate scenarios, or analyze the operations of
separate divisions independently, or as if they were one company. Acquisitions,
consolidations or reductions can be assessed in advance.
Supply Chain:
Managers have real-time visibility with alerts concerning shipments and other
mission critical events, as well as the power to evaluate alternatives to eventdriven problems by understanding their impact before they take action.
Financial Services:
Managers can assess the impact of various scenarios, current or planned,
against any internal benchmark. Alerts are delivered about measures important
to profitability, such as dramatic change in asset levels.
Marketing and Sales:
RFIs can be tailored according to inventory availability and pricing constraints.
Sales campaigns are evaluated in terms of the target segment, corporate
objectives and whether or not an initiative is worth planning out.
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